Every day, thousands of documents of increasing variety circulate around us. Fortunately, new technologies applied to office environments allow companies to manage the entire document cycle, from design, generation and distribution, to capture, storage and retrieval. The result: maximum optimization of business operations and important cost reduction.

From its foundation, DocPath has focused on the development of modular and scalable solutions that cover all documentation requirements. DocPath works with many platforms, providing a wide variety of output formats for multiple environments. Moreover, DocPath solutions are easily integrable with existing business applications.

DocPath has recently launched DocPath® Ipanema Technology™, the new core technology of the latest DocPath solutions. This new collaborative, multi-platform and multi-language design environment consists of a technological change which has never been experienced before, offering companies a radical new way of meeting their document needs.

For more information please visit www.docpath.com.
Business Solutions
for small and medium-sized businesses

**Business Suite Essential™**
Design superior-quality, dynamic forms using an intuitive graphic interface and generate professional documents.

**Business Suite Pro™**
Easily design, print and generate documents in different output formats and send them by email or fax.

**Business Suite Industrial™**
Design professional-looking business documents and print them at matrix and thermal printers.

**Boulder Suite Pro™**
This version incorporates multiple output options and distribution via printers, fax and email.

**Boulder Suite Advanced™**
For users which require high-volume printing processes, this version allows an unlimited number of printouts.

Enterprise Solutions
for large enterprises

**DocPath for Citrix® XenApp™**
Use this flexible tool to design and manage superior-quality documents in Citrix® environments.

**Remote Office Printing™**
Get your remote offices connected with our real-time printing system for office networks.

**Aspen™**
Store all of your company’s legacy documents in digital format and retrieve any document over the Web.

**OutputDynamics™**
A scalable and flexible solution for high volume document generation and advanced performance needs.

**WebDocs Generation™**
Easily generate, print, view and distribute your business documents in real time using the Internet.

**WebDocs Filler™**
Create your documents rapidly and use them as forms to be manually filled out on the Web.

**ExcelDynamics™**
A powerful tool, aimed at the financial sector, which will allow companies to create flexible and highly professional spreadsheet reports.
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